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About Stoneseed
Stoneseed has been providing IT Project services since 2009, offering consultancy and service delivery.
During this time, we have prided ourselves on a number of key pillars that have helped shape our unique
approach.

Principally, Stoneseed has always been ‘client-side’, meaning that we listen to what our clients want rather
than align ourselves to specific vendor technologies. The insight gained from this feedback has allowed
Stoneseed to always be innovative, often thought leading and cutting edge, in our solutions.

The introduction of Project Management as a Service (PMaaS) was as a result of this approach. 

They needed more flexibility in resourcing IT
projects to allow for fluctuations in demand
and changes in scope or scale; 

They wanted better resource capability
alignment with their PMO and processes.
(Most projects are by their very nature
temporary and require a varied resource
pattern, for instance, resources may not
necessarily be required 5 days per week for
the full project duration). 

Stoneseed’s Project Management as a Service
(PMaaS) model was launched in 2012 after
listening to feedback. 

Clients were telling us that:

Why PMaaS?
Stoneseed developed the PMaaS model to
address these challenges, to provide access to
Flexible Resources on Demand, Business
Analysis, Project Management Office, Process
and Methodology, Tool Sets and a
straightforward commercial structure.

We employ a team of Project Managers,
Programme and Business Analyst
professionals all of whom deliver services
through our flexible, on-demand resourcing
model.

Credit for the PMaaS idea should really go to
our clients.

     



The need to supplement their existing internal Project delivery team, to flex up and down with project
demands.
The need to avoid the complications of IR35 
Frustration with conventional resource augmentation
The need to have ‘Project Ready’ resources from day one

Stoneseed’s clients are drawn from all different sectors, from Banking to Legal, from Universities to
Utilities. IT is increasingly at the heart of most organisations business operation. As we often
say, IT no longer just supports the business – IT is the business. 

When you have an IT Project need, we can support it, with the Project Talent you need. 

Many of Stoneseed’s clients require a team of people to support large scale programmes of change, others
may need support with just a single project. While our clients range in size, including FTSE 100
businesses, large Public Sector organisations and SME businesses, the challenges are often very similar:

Our Clients

PMaaS in Action
PMaaS can be adapted to address the different
challenges faced by our clients. The services
we deliver can range from simple resource
provision, to a fully managed service, providing
access to a wide portfolio of project skills. 

But first and foremost, our clients want access
to quality people. 

Stoneseed’s Professional Services Practice
supports a large resource pool of employees
who are Programme and Project Management
specialists, and all experienced practitioners
from across the complete portfolio of IT change. 

Providing Programme Management, Project
Management, Business Analysis, PMO
resources, our memberships and accreditations
include PRINCE2, Project Management
Institute, P3M3, Agile Project Management
Certification, MSP.  

Experience gained from multiple sectors means
our clients benefit from a practical, hands-on
approach to programme and project delivery
that works.

With some reasonable planning, Project
Management as a Service (PMaaS) provides
access to a wide portfolio of project skills, made
available against your demand schedule, from a
single Project Manager for a few days, right
through to a large team of fully utilised project
professionals. 

Stoneseed’s PMaaS model is an evolution from
conventional contractor models, with us
delivering an efficient service through targeted
planning and forecasting to ensure our clients
only pay for resources as they need and use
them. We use a simple and predictable pricing
structure with a rate card, thus taking out the
client uncertainty of variable cost.



The nature of KCOMs business means that they run multiple simultaneous project streams, and their
project loads can be quite fluid, meaning resource provisioning needs to mirror this.
 
PMaaS allowed KCOM to dial up and down resources in sync with their project delivery needs. That
vital flexibility allows clients to: turn it on, turn it off, turn it up or turn it down. Planning, managing and
deploying the right people skills, at the right time, on the right projects.

Stoneseed's PMaaS has proved a successful investment for telecommunications
and internet providers KCOM. 
"In a delivery world of fluctuating and reactive demand, the ability to draw down
from a framework of high-quality capable PM resources at short notice has
proved invaluable to the recent successes achieved at KCOM." 

"The Stoneseed model provides flexibility, quality resources and a supportive way of working which has
enhanced our permanent pool of project delivery capability. I highly recommend the services provided by
David Cotgreave and the team.”
 -Jane Clayson FAPM, Head of Project Management.

"Our CTOs and CIOs are often leading complex programmes for our clients, but don’t want or need
full time project management resources to run the individual projects. Stoneseed has consistently
provided well qualified and skilled Project Managers to lead our projects and they are
our go-to company for part-time project managers and other project related resources." 
- Steve Clarke, Co – founder and Director

Freeman Clarke - The UK’s largest and most experienced team of part-time
(fractional) CIOs, CTOs and IT Directors. Freeman Clarke often recommend
Stoneseed's PMaaS to their clients: 

Loughborough University is one of Britain’s leading universities also value
PMaaS. "With Stoneseed’s PMaaS model we can utilise our demand for
Project Managers and Business Analysts as and when the project requires
them, rather than a fixed 5-day week working pattern” - Mike Domokos,

Project Portfolio Manager



Stoneseed’s resources and team are managed and supported by our own Project Management Office (PMO),
and toolset, available to our clients. Clients’ needs vary from the provision of a complete PMO, assistance
maximising their existing PMO, or a lighter touch remote virtual PMO service, all of which are available via the
PMaaS model.

Efficient Project Delivery needs an effective PMO. It links your business strategy to the projects required to
deliver it, introduces economies of repeatability and best practice to the delivery of projects. To achieve this,
alignment of our clients PMO with ours is critical, and is also the secret to our success in delivering PMaaS
and a consistent approach.

"By supplementing our own internal resources with the Stoneseed Project
Management as a Service model, we are able to react quickly to any increased
demand and avoid delay in mobilising a project." -  Martin Rhodes, Head of

Programmes and Change

Leeds Building Society - the 5th biggest building society in the UK and a

proudly mutual society.

PMO Services

"Stoneseed are consistently able to keep pace with and fulfil our often, short notice
requirements by providing us with highly skilled and personable project people and
supported by a strong back office (PMO) function." - Paul Harris, Trade & Group
Programme Manager & Chaz Birk, IS Programme Manager

Howdens, the UK's largest manufacturer and supplier of fitted kitchens, appliances
and joinery products has benefited from this end-to-end PMO approach. 



"The simplicity of the rate card and commercial model for PMaaS allows for
easy budgeting of my portfolio costs." - Michael Euston, Head of Change.

Close Brothers is a leading UK merchant banking group providing lending,

deposit taking, wealth management services and securities trading.

Time Scales
Ideally we aim to work to a 6 week forward forecasting timescale, allowing advance planning for resources
to meet the client’s portfolio. This can present a challenge, sometimes you can plan ahead, and sometimes
the client organisation will demand very quick resourcing response times. 

This is where the flexibility of Stoneseed’s PMaaS model delivers great results. To achieve optimal
resourcing, we work closely with clients, we get to know their portfolio, so that we can mobilise resources
quickly.
 

Construction and infrastructure specialists Morgan Sindall’s project

demands benefited from our planning expertise:  "The Construction Industry
has to deal with peaks and troughs in the project cycle, Stoneseed's Project
Management as a Service model gives us the flexibility to meet this
demand." - Tim Wade, Group Director of Information Technology, Morgan

Sindall Group plc

Likewise, Domino's the world-famous Pizza company, used forward

planning to flex their resources: "By using Stoneseed’s PMaaS offering to
supplement our permanent staff, we are able to deliver a much broader
spectrum and number of projects in a much more flexible manner." - Mark

Wintle, Head of Project & Portfolio Services

PMaaS has a straightforward commercial model. We work with clients to forecast the project resources
required and then provide a straightforward rate card with resources defined by type and skill set.
Resources are called off against the clients’ demand schedule and may flex up and down throughout the
period. 

One of the benefits of this model is you are simply billed for the resources consumed at the end of each
month.
 

Commercial Model



Additional Services
As well as IT project resources, engaging with the PMaaS model gives you access to project related end-to-
end expertise, such as our IT Advisory and Business Analysis Services to advise pre-project launch, and 
 Project Delivery and Vendor Management specialists who can ensure a smooth transition into service. 

We are objective and independent of any vendor relationships; we are used to working client-side managing
vendors.
 

"The advice and services provided by Stoneseed enabled us to develop a solution
design that met our organisational needs. Stoneseed worked on our behalf with
vendors to ensure complete governance during both the selection &
implementation processes. The end result is that we now have a functional
environment that has enhanced the end-user experience." - Mike Cook, ICT
Manager, SCT, Sheffield International Venues
 

PMaaS, IR35 and the future of
project resourcing
IR35 for the Private Sector comes into enforcement in April 2020 and will have a significant impact on IT
Project Management resourcing in the months and years to come. 

However, adopters of a PMaaS resourcing model will be able to navigate this tricky hiring conundrum, with
little or no impact. 

The PMaaS model can help you take IR35 out of the equation for a very simple reason – it does not apply.
We employ most of our Project Team, they are on our payroll and therefore comply with UK tax legislation.

Demand for PMaaS is growing from strength to strength. A trend strongly reinforced by Gartner’s recent
“Hype Cycle for Project and Portfolio Management, 2019” where it classifies PMO/PPM as a Service as:
Benefit Rating: High: Market Penetration: 1% to 5% of target audience, Maturity: Emerging. 

They have also produced a report entitled “How to Effectively Employ PPM and PMO as a Service” which is
worth a read.  

To find out more about our PMaaS Model and discuss how we can help you maximise your Project delivery
results, please get in touch...

 

SIV - Sheffield International Venues benefited from Stoneseed’s IT Advisory and
Vendor Management Services.



3 Innovate Mews
Lake View Drive
Sherwood Business Park
Nottingham
NG15 0EA
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Reach Out
EMAIL ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER
01623 723 910
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info@stoneseed.co.uk


